**ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION**

**FICKY TRANSITION [FICKY.LEENA7]:** From over FICKY direct ROSIN, then on SXC R-213 to SXC VORTAC, thence. . . .

**MCKEY TRANSITION [MCKEY.LEENA7]:** From over MCKEY on BSR R-131 to DAISY, then on SXC R-287 to SXC VORTAC, thence. . . .

. . . .from over SXC VORTAC on SXC R-084 to (CFBZK), then on SJI R-148 to CWARD, then on SJI R-148 to SJI VORTAC, expect RADAR vectors to ILS approach for Rwy 25L.

**NOTE:** Chart not to scale.